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Club mounted; eventually the AC Committee had to grasp the nettle. As Lord
Tangley (AJ 71 57) relates, the occasion of Graham Brown's dismissal from the
editorship coincided with his being in hospital; but nobody knew of the latter
circumstance, and though he had been invited to give his views on the editor
ship to the Committee, he did not do so, as the letter did not reach him in time,
since he had for a while managed to conceal his address from the hospital.

So much for one side of the picture: what of the journals themselves that
appeared over G-B's name? As might be expected from so high an authority on
climbing history in the Alps, more than one article of historical interest appeared
such as the Innominata route on Mont Blanc (vol 57); the Matterhorn accident
(idem); the Wetterhorner (vols 58, 59). But undoubtedly the outstanding event
during these years was the successful ascent of Everest in 1953 (vol 59), and
Graham Brown made good use of this opportunity. Indeed, the quality of the
AJs during his editorship was high, though the fact that they appeared at all
owed little to the Editor's efforts ar.d much to those who assisted him.

It was a great pity, as Graham Brown had great gifts had he chosen to use
them well. As it was, he earned the unfortunate distinction of being the only
Editor who has been sacked by the Committee-and a sigh of relief undoubtedly
went up from those who had been connected-with the journal under his regime.

Play up! play up! and play the game!
or where do we go now
with Alpine pollution
Ronald w. Clark

The name of the game has always been the preservation of the Alps, although
successive generations have shown some alarming differences about what they
wished to preserve. Since the last war (World War Two, not Korean, Algerian
or Vietnam), there has grown up a vaguely disgruntled feeling that the rot has
only recently set in: a rot, it is sometimes suggested, due largely to the domi
nance of the motor-car and the rise of the proles.

0, alas. Both make good contemporary whipping-boys and both deserve
the odd lash or two. But there were others before; and before and before.
Ruination of the Alps has been a subject for impassioned declaration since
men first took mountains to their hearts; but each protester, after deploring
what his predecessors have done, has tended to carry on with the work in a
slightly different way. In fact there is much justification for Martin Conway's
lament that' each generation makes of the world more or less the kind of place
they dream it should be, and each when its day is done is often in a mood to
regret the work of its own hands and to praise the conditions that obtained
when it was young'.

Conway should know. It was he, together with the Rev W. A. B. Coolidge,
another constitutional complainer that things weren't what they once had
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been, who compiled the first climbers' guides to the Alps, an operation which
qualifies for a later criticism of opening the postern gate.

This criticism was included in a graceful 'Alpine Journal' paper which might
today be excoriated as a naked plea for elitism. 'Surely it was a fatal hour
when the enthusiast of mountain-climbing first took to printing-and illustrating
his enthusiasm!' wrote F. W. Bourdillon. 'Many of us-even I myself-have
followed his suicidal example. This gate we had found into Paradise was rashly
opened to the world; the little postern gate not waved over by the flaming
brand because it was securely guarded by the Angel of Death; the way left
undefended because it was deemed inaccessible. "A place for everybody, and
everybody in his place." Are the snow-peak and the glacier the place for the
masses of mankind?'

The question was asked in 1913. However, the regrets of mountain-lovers for
the vanished days before yesterday go back at least to Ruskin, bemoaning the
fact that Chamonix was no longer a rustic hide-out and Lucerne no longer a
place for gentlemen; despite his 'greased pole' jibe, Ruskin reserved most of
his heavy artillery for the tourists whom he saw as the most culpable of wreck
ing the Alpine world he had known as a boy. Yet mountaineers were them
selves soon open to attack; sometimes the assault came from within the very
body of the kirk. A. W. Moore, with a string of 'firsts' as long as his arm, in
cluding the Brenva ice-ridge, regretted 'that the great peaks should be vulgarised
by means of mechanical appliances and the multiplication of resting-places'.
He would, he went on, 'like to see all huts destroyed and all ropes and chains
cut down'. This was roughly a century ago when huts, ropes, chains and other
impedimenta were numbered by the one rather than by the hundred. Tourists
used them, of course, but many mountaineers were not entirely averse to
exchanging the rough gfte of the pioneers for the comparative luxury of the
hut.

A couple of decades on and the Rev Hereford George, first editor of the
'Alpine Journal', was castigating almost everyone above and below the snow
line in a swingeing criticism of' "Progress" in the Alps', a paper which carefully
kept the first word within inverted commas. George attacked all along the line,
finding targets in what Mumm later summarised as 'the democratisation of the
Alps owing to the development of railway facilities, the activities of Cook and
Sir Henry Lunn, mountain railways and hut-accommodation'.

A few years later Douglas Freshfield renewed the attack. 'Encircle a
mountain with monster hotels; defile its valleys with the coal-smoke of engines
that drag a perpetual merry-go-round of crowded cars; sprinkle its skyline
with huts or barracks, capable at a pinch of holding a hundred guests; bind its
crags in chains, and encourage suicide by marking out on them red tracks for
guideless tourists, and it loses much of its primitive charm', he commented.
'The temple is given over to the money-changers. It may still serve excellently
as a sanatorium or a gymnasium, but it must attract q.uite a different public'.
No doubt; although by the 1920s the pre-war period was being looked back
upon as the good old days when it was easy to have a mountain to oneself,
when the funicular served only a few vulgar tourist-traps and the cable car
was little more than a thought at the back of an engineer's mind.

However, the fact that it was not entirely the fault of the tourists even in
those apparently halcyon days was rammed home remarkably early by some-
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one younger than Freshfield or George; by a mountaineer who was, moreover
among the leaders of what might be called the hard men of their times. 'The
early mountaineers', he wrote, 'crossed their passes with the aid of a borrowed
meat-axe, and stole the clothes-line in the early hours for a new ascent. The
modern explorer holds a three-day exhibition of his outfit, and does not forget
the writing materials .... Is it useless to protest against this ridiculous vulgarisa
tion of a great sport, this desecration of the only region where romance and
mystery yet lingered: is it too late even for an appeal in forbearance in our
mountain hotels, of the discouragement of competitive climbing, and of a
certain modesty in publication?' Thus no less a man than Geoffrey Young,
deploring in the 'Independent Review' of 1903 what he caIJed the vulgarisa
tion of mountaineering, the technical complications which destroyed the
Alpine mysticism of the early days, growing competitiveness and the relega-
tion of mountain-climbing to a branch of gymnastics.

Desecrations change with the times, although if there are today too many
climbers on too many mountains, lack of modesty in publication is not entirely
blameless. Perhaps, in fact, too many devoted followers have been proclaiming
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the mountain gospel too successfully.
To rampaging tourists below the snow-line and competitive climbers above

it, there was also added a worrying little detail that disturbed Coolidge who
noted, early in the 20th Century, 'a distinct decline in the social status of the
climber', before adding with relief that this was 'far more marked on the
Continent than amongst English climbers'. However, any fears that the lower
classes might be getting ideas above their station and were failing to treat
mountains with the respect they deserved, was to be overshadowed by dangers
far more real. Earlier in the story of what George had ironically called Alpine
'progress' there had been plans for a railway to the Breche de la Meije, with a
lift inside the rock which would have taken travellers to the top of the Meije
itself; for a 9-mile, partly subterranean, railway to the top of the Matterhorn;
and for something equally nasty reaching to the summit of the Piz Bernina.
As it was, the developers had to be satisfied with the railway 'en helice' to

the Jungfraujoch, and the jolly little lines to the top of the Rigi that even
today seem less a mountain desecration than part of an Alpine Blackpool, not
to be taken too seriously. But between the two world wars came the warning
of transmogrifications to come. Typically, there were plans for a telepherique
from Courmayeur to the Col du Geant. In response there came, equally repre
sentative, the lambasting by Colonel Strutt, attacking hard in the' Alpine
Journal' and commenting: 'We wish the scheme all manner of physical and
financial disaster'.

All this mix of protest against Alpine change-the influx of tourists, the
first mountain railways, the fears of Geoffrey Young that mountaineers them
selves might be playing the Alpine game to unacceptable rules and Coolidge's
implied gloss that you could hardly expect anything else if the wrong chaps
were encouraged to play-all this, so frequently equated with Alpine pollution,
now belongs to the pre-history of the subject.

Surely, it is sometimes argued, contemporary 'desecrations' are only slightly
more disagreeable examples of what has been going on since de Saussure built
his temporary hut on the Col du Geant. But this cosy argument ignores the
existence of a point of no return; it ignores the fact that a quantitative change
can be so great as to produce a qualitative change; and it is uncomfortably
reminiscent of the 1945 apology that nuclear weapons were really, if you only.
sat down and thought about it rationally, just rather more powerful explosives.
Poppycock in both cases. Post-war developments in the Alps can more accu
rately be considered at the level on which Sir John Anderson described the
atomic bomb: 'This is not a mere development of something already known. It
is something quite outside all human experience; and this is only the beginning'.

In the Alps, the developments which are comparably 'outside all human
experience' on account of their transmuting quantity can be grouped under
3 headings, almost under 3 altitude-zones. There is first the enormous increase
in Alpine road-traffic and in the number and scale of. the engineering works
built to accommodate it. Second there is the continuing multiplication of
mechanical devices for carrying uphill humans who are unable or unwilling
to walk, a multiplication which is subtly transforming the landscape at increas
inly higher levels; and, as part of this process, the creation of new human
colonies at or above the snow-line, built and serviced very largely for the
package ski-holiday industry. Third, there is the simple increase in the number
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of mountaineers above the snow-line. These 3 categories of threat present
different problems, of differing degree, and are susceptible, if at all, to differ
ing solutions.

It is easy enough to deplore the engineering excitements of the Brenner
motorway, the Mont Blanc tunnel and the new St. Gotthard route, that
concrete-maker's dream of heaven. Yet attempts to do more than encourage
good road-engineering manners in the Alps seem likely to be as doomed as the
efforts of 19th Century coach-builders to kill the horseless carriage. The
Alpine M-ways have come to stay, there are likely to be more of them, and as
far as roads are concerned the most useful results can probably be achieved
by concentrating on the peripheral works. Anyone who helps prevent another
eyesore of such elephantine proportions as the Stelvio Pass summit shambles
will deserve a pat on the back for services rendered.

At a lower level, both of altitude and of local government, there are signs
that at the last minute of the last hour at least some Alpine authorities are
realising that over-development can kill the goose that lays the uranium eggs.
Local opinion, plus the Club Alpin Fran<;:ais and other organisations, have
apparently stopped a scheme which would have created 35,000 new tourist
beds in the area of the Vanoise National Park. Paris financiers have been pre
vented-or so it seems-from building a tt~lepherique from Les Houches in the
Chamonix Valley to the top of the Aiguille du Gouter. And a plan to hold a
banquet gastronomique on the top of Mont Blanc, serviced by helicopters,
was frustrated in the summer of 1975 when indignant mountaineers occupied
the landing-pads. More than one local Swiss community has exercised its local
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options and effectively prevented the establishment of further telepheriques
and tourist tracks. Zoning, now being brought in by the Swiss, may eventu
ally allow unrestricted tourist development only in certain areas, restrict it
in others, and extend the areas of national parks where all building is forbidden.
These straws in the breeze are the effects not of mountain Luddites but of
men and women who realise that even the most spectacle-greedy tourist is
apt to turn away eventually if the best panoramas and the most evocative
'ooooh' view-points are too densely covered with a patina of non-natural
building and ironmongery.

However, attitude of mind is everything, as in the case of 2 men arguing
whether the whisky bottle is half-full or half-empty. Zermatt expands apace
and in many places the French, with their exploitation of ski-towns, encourage
Alpine real-estate as a hedge against inflation. In many places the telepheriques
continue to illustrate a variant of Parkinson's Law: that however many mechan
ical aids are built the available public will grow fast enough to fill them.

ot everyone complains, even among the most competent mountaineers of
the day. Some at least regard the Chamonix-Courmayeur ropeway as a superb
technical achievement (which it is) rather than as an aesthetic eyesore (which
it also is). This outlook, which stresses the new prospects made available to

the masses and plays down the ae thetic obscenities, and which can regard
criticism as politically-motivated, is perfectly respectable. But if it were
decisively to gain the upper hand, then those who are unhappy at the Alps
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becoming a high-altitude version of a Butlin camp might as well pack their
bags and go.

It is, of course, easy to excuse individual eyesores on the grounds that one
can look the other way or go elsewhere-Myopia and weak backbones are
fairly common. But it is acceptance in the conservation field, of the politician's
salami principle. An indication of where this can lead comes, significantly,
from Kenya, a land which the innocent might expect to have escaped the
cru h. ot so. At the end of the admirable 'Kirinyaga: a Mount Kenya
Anthology', published in 1974 by the Mountain Club of Kenya, the editors
give a warning to be heeded by all those apt to become complacent at destruc
tion of the Alpine wilderness.

'There are times', they write, 'when the track to the Teleki Valley seems to

be occupied by a continuous line of brightly dressed tourists and their laden
porters. Huts are full to capacity and beyond. Litter lines the paths and piles
up in festering heaps outside the huts, overflows amongst the stones and the
tattered groundsel. Hyrax la genus of small rabbit-like mammals] chew
discarded orange peel. Nowhere has man's impact been beneficial and it is
potentially disastrous. Will the time come when the pylons for a ski-lift
stride harshly across the moorlands, when iron ladders and fixed ropes bind
the rocks of the peak, tame them, humiliate them?'

" fear it will. Development is inevitable. Mount Kenya is part of the
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country's unique combination of wildlife and scenery which gives her an
advantage over her many rivals for the favours of the tourist. It is a fragile
advantage. If the coral reefs and the herds of game and wild and beautiful
places are treated as though they are a gold mine they will suffer the fate of a
goldmine and become worked out'.

Most of the Kenyan danger comes, as its counterpart comes in the Alps,
from commercial or semi-commercial interests which mountaineers can
influence only at times, and only with difficulty. Their efforts can, moreover,
be interpreted as trying to keep the ordinary people in their place; and as the
cultured know, only the Fascist beasts wish to prevent anyone from going
everywhere.

Above the tourist-line, where the mountaineer might be expected to have
more say, the problen:! is both more simple and more embarrassing. It is more
simple because 'pollution' here consists not so much of engineering works,
unplanned buildings or the garbage of civilisation, but of too many mountain
eers. Again, different climbers have different thresholds. If some wish to
climb by the bus-load they have every right to do so in a free world. But just
as a highland deer forest can carry only a certain head of animals without
deteriorating, so does the character of a mountain begin to change when the
human load increases. This may be seen as a worthwhile price in a world where
gregariousness has to some extent replaced temporary isolation as a side
attraction to mountaineering.

Yet the world is limited, 'a strictly limited feeding-ground for man's ever
enlarging mental appetite' as Bourdillon put it. Thus in this field one man's gain
tends to be another man's loss, with destruction of large parts of the wilderness
being a 'crime worse than [to burn down] the National Gallery', a crime, more
over, whose size increases as the remaining unpolluted parts of the Alps
decrease in numbers and size.

To the uncompromising problem only a compromise solution seems possible.
Perhaps it would help if the mountaineering world were to agree more frankly
that while the sport can be all things to all men, its exponents can be roughly
classified into 2 groups, different but equal, and often overlapping; those for
whom Mallory's concept of a day on the hills as a great symphony still makes
sense, and those who get equal satisfaction in a totally different way. With the
cards on the table it might even be possible to envisage a mountaineering
'modus vivendi' comparable to Switzerland's plans for zoning. 0 rules please,
no bureaucrats; just an unwritten understanding that some areas be left
more lonely than others.

But here's the rub. Someone else will always be encouraged to be leader
in obeying the self-denying ordinance. 'We love Nature, it is true', a writer
for the Swiss League for the Protection of Nature once wrote, 'but put into
vases, into cages, into aquaria. We are all members of the Society for Nature
Reserves-but only on condition that the existence of.these reserves incon
veniences neither fishermen nor hunters, neither foresters nor walkers, neither
you nor me'.

ever mind. Be brave. Conscript Newbolt. There may even be a breathless
hush on the Alps one night.

Play up! play up! and play the game.
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